Levorotatory mono-and diiodotyrosine (MIT, DIT) are deiodinated when administered to normal man by mouth or intravenously (Foster & Gutman, 1930; Stanbury et al., 1956; Stanbury & Litvak, 1957) . The deiodination is accomplished by a microsomal enzyme which is present in thyroid, liver, and kidney, and requires reduced triphosphopyridine nucleotide as a cofactor (Querido et al., 1956; Stanbury, 1957) . The enzyme follows simple kinetics in vitro and has a dissociation constant of the order of 10\m=-\7M (Stanbury, 1957 , Stanbury & Morris, 1958 . The capacity of animal tissues in vitro or of man to metabolize the dextrorotatory isomers of MIT and DIT has not been reported before, except as inferred from studies with racemic mixtures in man .
A number of patients have recently been reported who have familial cretinism and goiter and who have in common a lack of tissue deiodinase. Thus, they represent a specific type of inborn error of metabolism McGirr et al., 1956 ). The cretinous state arose from loss of undegraded iodotyrosines from the thyroid,, whereas normally the iodide from iodotyrosines is removed and reutilized as these are released from peptide linkage in thyro-globulin (Roche et al., 1953) . In these patients the enzymatic defect was com¬ plete: there was no evidence of any degradation of diiodotyrosine after intra¬ venous administration.
Several relatives of one patient who exhibited the deiodinase defect were normal except for the presence of goiter Litvak, 1957). I131-labeled rf-MIT and rf-DIT were prepared by iodination of (/-tyrosine* at room temperature, followed by Chromatographie resolution. Steric purity was in¬ dicated by almost complete stability in tissue preparations which rapidly deiodinated /-MIT and /-DIT.
RESULTS
Eight subjects were given /-DIT orally in doses varying from 25 to 1000 mg. The urinary excretion of unchanged DIT and of iodides is shown in Tablel. Table 4 . There was wide variation in the fraction of the dose which appeared in the urine. Most of the labeled iodine Table 5 . There was little deiodination of r/-MIT or cZ-DIT, whereas the levorotatory isomers were completely degraded. The quantity of substrate present in the samples was approximately the same.
COMMENT
The results which are reported here indicate that Z-MIT and Z-DIT are rapidly degraded to iodide after intravenous or oral administration. The fraction of Z-DIT which is degraded varies inversely with the dose, as might be expected if the process of degradation is indeed an enzymatic one. The amount of DIT degraded and excreted as iodide increased with increasing doses of DIT. Thus, in the dose range chosen, deiodination was not proceeding at a maximum rate. The finding of a larger amount of iodide in the urine for a given dose of DIT after oral than after intravenous administration might have resulted from rapid intestinal breakdown, or perhaps from direct access to the liver when the material was given by mouth.
The figures given in Tables 1 and 2 Failure to observe deiodination of dextrorotatory DIT is in contrast to the findings when racemic mixtures of DIT were administered to normal man in an earlier study . In that study injected »c/Z-DIT« was almost entirely deiodinated after intravenous administration, but a large fraction of MIT was excreted undeiodinated after administration of cZZ-MIT but not after Z-MIT. The labeled »rfV-DIT« was prepared by exchange with »rZZ-DIT«, whereas the labeled cZZ-MIT was prepared by iodination of dltyrosine. In retrospect, it seems most probable that the »cZZ-DIT« used in the earlier experiments was in fact Z-DIT. SUMMARY 1. I131-labeled Z-MIT and Z-DIT with varying amounts of stable Z-MIT and Z-DIT have been given to subjects in order to observe the capacity of the tissue deiodinating system in vivo.
2. The amount of Z-DIT deiodinated and excreted in the urine varied with the amount injected or given orally.
3. There was no undegraded MIT in the urine even at the highest dose level employed.
4. It is suggested that by observing DIT deiodinase activity in vivo in the range where deiodination is proportional to dose, maximal differentiation can be achieved between normal subjects and those with a partial DIT deiodinase defect.
